Cellular Israel is happy to be offering our services to those who are coming to Israel. As a direct agent for the
cellular providers we are able to supply our overseas customers the lowest possible prices without any middlemen,
hidden fees, or being locked into a contract. Below are the current best rates that are available.
Note that due to the competitive market in Israel, prices are subject to change.

KOSHER PLANS

(voice only)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 17% ISRAELI TAX
U.S. Dollar amounts are based on a rate of 3.9

HOT
35 NIS monthly
approx. $9

Golan
26 NIS monthly
approx. $6.50

Unlimited incoming calls

Unlimited incoming calls

Unlimited calls in Israel

Unlimited calls in Israel

Unlimited calls to U.S./Canada
to all destinations

Unlimited calls to U.S./Canada
to all destinations

Unlimited calls to an additional 30
countries, landlines only

Unlimited calls to an additional 55
countries, landlines only

One time 37 NIS sim fee
Price guaranteed for 12 months

One time 49 NIS sim fee
Price guaranteed for 24 months

Early Bird
Special!!
Order before
Aug 1st And
save 30% on
shipping.
Coupon code:
Early Bird

OPTIONAL FEATURES (billed by Cellular Israel):
Phone: Kosher phones can be purchased from $53 -$214
Phone Insurance: $2-$4 per month (not including lost or stolen, or water damage)
Delivery: Yeshiva/Seminary Group Drop Off- Free; Israel- Price varies by location; USA Ground- $15, Overnight- $30
Customers Assistance (Cellular Israel will contact your provider for you): $4 per month
Virtual Numbers (a local number that rings on your Israeli cellphone): USA- $15 per month; Canada- $18 per month
- Place your order by August 26th to guarantee timely delivery and availability.
- Kosher Sim cards only work with Kosher phones.
- You buy the line without being tied down to a contract which gives you the option to close or suspend it at any time once you have
completed your initial three months of service.
- To dial abroad from Israel, you must use your provider’s exit code. Golan’s is 00 and Hot’s is 017. Any other prefix will incur high fees.
For example, a Golan user calls the US by dialing 00-1-201-555-5555 and a Hot user dials 017-1-212-555-5555, etc.
- After activation, all customer service for your Israeli phone line will be from your provider. Cellular Israel is not responsible for any issues
that come up with your provider. Virtual numbers and other optional features are provided through Cellular Israel and must be cancelled
directly with Cellular Israel.
- Prices are current to today's date and are subject to change by the provider at any time before activation. Cellular Israel is not responsible
for changes in price.

Order now at cellularisrael.com

